Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Ray Donovan: The Movie A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family
legacy full circle. As the events that made Ray who he is today finally come to light, the
Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the past. Each of them struggles
to overcome their violent upbringing, but destiny dies hard, and only their fierce love for
each other keeps them in the fight. Whether they stand together or they go down
swinging, one thing is certain Ray doesnt do loose ends. Ray Donovan: The Movie is
co-written by Liev Schreiber and Ray Donovan executive producer David Hollander, and
stars Liev Schreiber in his five-time Golden Globe nominated role as Ray Donovan and Jon
Voight in his Golden Globe winning role as Mickey Donovan. Paramount/Showtime
A Week in Paradise Seeking solace from a failed marriage, Maggie escapes to the
Caribbean for a much-needed reset. While staying at her cousin Fiona's secluded resort,
she meets Sam, the hotel's charming chef, and begins to imagine a new life for herself.
However, her old life soon comes barging back in and threatens her newfound happiness.
Screen Media
The Good Fight Season 5 In The Good Fight Season Five, Diane (Emmy Award winner
Christine Baranski) is f-rced to question whether it?s appropriate for her to help run an
African-American law firm with Liz (Emmy Award winner Audra McDonald) when the firm
loses two top lawyers. Meanwhile, Marissa (Sarah Steele) and the firm become entangled
with Hal Wackner (Emmy Award winner Mandy Patinkin), a regular Chicagoan who
decides to open his own courtroom in the back of a copy shop. Featuring Emmy
Award-winning guest stars Wanda Sykes and Wayne Brady, this 3-disc DVD set includes
every riveting episode along with exclusive deleted scenes and a gag reel! Paramount/CBS
Infinite For Evan McCauley (Mark Wahlberg), skills he has never learned and memories of
places he has never visited haunt his daily life. Self-medicated and on the brink of a mental
breakdown, a secret group that call themselves "Infinites" come to his rescue, revealing to
him that his memories are real - but they are from multiple past lives. The Infinites bring
Evan into their extraordinary world, where a gifted few are given the ability to be reborn
with their memories and knowledge accumulated over centuries. With critical secrets
buried in his past, Evan must work with the Infinites to unlock the answers in his memories
in a race against time to save humanity from one of their own (Chiwetel Ejiofor) who seeks
to destroy it. Paramount
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 60th Anniversary 4K Questions arise when Senator
Stoddard (James Stewart) attends the funeral of a local man named Tom Doniphon (John
Wayne) in a small Western town. Flashing back, we learn Doniphon saved Stoddard, then a
lawyer, when he was roughed up by a crew of outlaws terrorizing the town, led by Liberty
Valance (Lee Marvin). As the territory's safety hung in the balance, Doniphon and
Stoddard, two of the only people standing up to him, proved to be very important, but
different, foes to Valance. The release also includes access to a Digital copy of the film and
a Blu-ray Disc™ with a new Filmmaker Focus featuring film historian Leonard Maltin
discussing John Ford, the film, and its legacy. Paramount
Dog With a dog named Lulu by his side, Army Ranger Briggs races down the Pacific Coast
to make it to a soldier's funeral on time. Along the way, Briggs and Lulu drive each other
completely crazy, break a handful of laws, narrowly evade death, and learn to let down
their guards to have a fighting chance of finding happiness. Warner
Beverly Hills Cop II 35th Anniversary 4K The hard-nosed Detroit cop from the original film
returns to Los Angeles to help solve another case. This time he must direct his efforts
towards unravelling the Alphabet Crimes, a series of robberies committed by
leather-jacketed punks. The investigation puts him on the trail of an illegal arms dealer
and his hit lady. Paramount
Umma Umma, which is the Korean word for “mother,” follows Amanda (Sandra Oh) and
her daughter (Fivel Stewart) living a quiet life on an American farm. When the remains of
her estranged mother arrive from Korea, Amanda becomes haunted by the fear of turning
into her. Sony
The Great Season 2 a satirical comedy—and occasionally true story—about the rise of
Catherine the Great (Elle Fanning) from outsider to the longest reigning female ruler in
Russia's history. With Elle Fanning and Nicholas Hoult reprising their Golden
Globe®-nominated roles, Season Two finds Catherine finally taking the Russian throne for
her own. But if she thought coup-ing her husband was difficult, it’s nothing compared to
the realities of liberating a country that doesn’t want to be. She’ll battle her court, her
team, even her own mother (played by two-time Emmy Award®-winning*** actress Gillian
Anderson) in a bid to bring the Enlightenment to Russia. The 4-disc DVD set features all
ten episodes from Season Two, plus exclusive deleted scenes and an uproarious blooper
reel. . Paramount
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Lucifer Season 5 After spending an eternity in Hell, Lucifer makes a tumultuous return to
Los Angeles. So why isn't he acting like his charming, mischievous self? Detective Chloe
Decker senses there's something different about this handsome devil, but there are
mysteries to solve: a nun's untimely demise, a noir detective story from 1946, and why
people are randomly breaking into song and dance. Amenadiel adjusts to the whole
fatherhood thing, Linda learns the truth about their child, Dan has an oddly invigorating
odyssey in Mexico, and Lucifer's father – aka God – comes to Earth for an extended visit.
The stakes are higher than ever in all 16 fiendishly enticing Season Five episodes. Warner
The Untouchables 35th Anniversary 4K After building an empire with bootleg alcohol,
legendary crime boss Al Capone (Robert De Niro) rules Chicago with an iron fist. Though
Prohibition agent Eliot Ness (Kevin Costner) attempts to take Capone down, even his best
efforts fail due to widespread corruption within the Windy City's police force. Recruiting
an elite group of lawmen who won't be swayed by bribes or fear, including Irish-American
cop Jimmy Malone (Sean Connery), Ness renews his determination to bring Capone to
justice. available on 4K Ultra HD and in a 4K Ultra HD 35th Anniversary SteelBook® with a
Dolby Atmos® soundtrack** and access to a Digital copy of the film. The discs also include
over an hour of legacy bonus content in high definition: The Script, The Cast, Production
Stories, Re-Inventing the Genre, The Classic, Original Featurette: “The Men” and Theatrical
Trailer. Paramount
Kinky Boots For generations, the Price family has made very sensible, very conservative
shoes for men. But to save the business from imminent bankruptcy, young Charlie Price
(Edgerton) turns to an unlikely new creative consultant: a fabulous drag performer
(Ejiofor) whose creative style and wild designs are a breath of fresh air in the stuffy old
factory. The Kinky Boots Blu-ray features access to a digital copy of the film and legacy
bonus content, including audio commentary with the director and members of the cast,
deleted scenes, and behind-the-scenes featurettes. Paramount.

